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Allton B. Jackson, Nashville, and Earl C. Michael, Hoyle 
ton, 111., assignors to National Mine Service Company, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of West Virginia 

Filed Apr. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 25,688 
8 Claims. (Cl. 198-1) 

This invention relates to mining machines, and with 
regard to certain more speci?c features, to improved sup 
porting means therein for hydraulic pump assemblies. 
Among the several objects of the invention may be 

noted the provision of a mining machine of the type hav 
ing an overhead conveyor boom under which is normal 
ly located a hydraulic pump assembly, adapted by means 
of the invention conveniently to be reached for cleaning 
and removal of stray material and ?nes which fall upon 
the assembly; the provision of apparatus of the class de 
scribed incorporating a swingab-le bumper for supporting 
said pump assembly in such a way that it is not required 
to be lifted against gravity during movement required for 
cleaning; and the provision of apparatus of this class 
which is of low cost and rugged construction. Other 
objects and features will be in part apparent and in part 
pointed out hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly comprises the elements and 

combinations of elements, features of construction, and 
arrangements of parts which will be exempli?ed in the 
structures hereinafter described, and the scope of which 
will be indicated in the following claims. 

In the accompanying drawings, in which one of vari 
ous possible .embodiments of the invention is illustrated, 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating the rear end 
of a mining machine in which the invention is used, 
showing a swingable bumper in closed position; 
FIG. 2 isa fragmentary horizontal section viewed on 

line 2~—2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing said swingab-le 

bumper in open position; and 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary horizontal section taken on 

line 4~—4 of FIG. 3. 
Corresponding reference characters indicate corre 

sponding parts throughout the several views of the 
drawings. 
The type of mining machine to which the invention is 

applied is generally known, having a bed carried upon 
endless tracks, the bed at the front carrying boring equip 
ment which delivers broken material to a conveyor. The 
conveyor passes ‘from a low point at the front of the ma 
chine and over rearward bumper portions to effect rear 
ward delivery of coal, mineral or other material to suit 
able transport equipment. 

Referring to the drawings, the pertinent rearward parts 
of such a mining machine are illustrated, the frame being 
shown at numeral 1, mounted on endless tracks, one of 
which is shown at 3. At 5 is shown the overhead con~ 
veyor boom in which conveyor 7 operates to deliver 
broken material rearwa-rdly. 

Ordinarily, a frame such as 1 has a heavy rigid bumper 
part extending transversely across the back of the ma 
chine between side portions such as shown at 9 and ‘10. 
Within such a conventional bumper part is ordinarily lo 
cated its motorized hydraulic pump assembly, being 
bolted upon the rearward bed of the machine in a posi 
tion under the boom 5. As is the case with the usual 
conveyor, broken material such as coal, ?nes and the like 
will sift through and drop upon the pump assembly, from 
which it is thereafter difficult to remove. This is in View 
of the (fact that the pump assembly is of intricate ex 
ternal form and inconveniently located in the well formed 
by the usual immovable bumper of the machine. The 
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fact that the boom 5 closely overlies the well makes more 
di?icult the required cleaning operations. It is to the 
problem of simplifying the cleaning out and removal of 
such undesirable material from the motorized pump as 
sembly parts that the present invention is addressed. 

Referring again to the drawings, the rearward portion 
of the frame l/is formed with a transom 11 provided 
with a stiffening post 15 and located behind main bed 
portions 13. On one side of the bed portions 16 are car 
ried supporting pads 17. This construction leaves cer 
tain openings l9 through-which some of the material 
escaping from the conveyor 7 may drop. It also pro 
vides means for supporting an oil tank 21 to one side of 
the frame /1. ' 

At numeral 23 is shown a swingable rear bumper of 
gate form, which by means of a pin 25 is vertically piv 
oted at one end to side portion 9. Its other ?reely swing 
able end is provided with lugs 29 having vertical holes 
27. The upper lug 29 is designed to swing to align the 
upper hole 27 above a hole 31 in part 10‘ while the lower 
lug 29 locates the lower hole 27 above a hole 33 in a lug 
35 of part 10, so that the bumper 23- may be swung open 
(FIGS. 3 and 4) and shut (FIGS. 1 land 2). When shut, 
the holes 27, 31 and 33 are in alignment for reception of 
a locking pin 37. - 

Mounted on the swingable bumper 23‘ is the motorized 
hydraulic pump assembly 39, which was heretofore ?xed 
ly mounted on parts of the bed portions 13‘. Mounting 
on the bumper 23‘ is accomplished by means of a plate 
41 extending inward as a shelf from the bumper and on 
which the base of motor 43 of the assembly is bolted. 
This plate is braced as shown at 45. Portions 46'of the 
plate 41 are adapted when the bumper 23yis swung shut 
to ride upon the supporting pads 17. To {facilitate this, 
the pads are formed with slight rearward slopes for free 
ly receiving the corner portions 416 as they swing into posi 
tion, and thereafter supporting them. Thus while the 
plate 41 acts as a cantilever when the gate 23* is open, 
it acts as a four-corner supported plate when the gate 23 
is closed. 
The motorized pump assembly carried on the shelf 

plate 41 is constituted by a gear box 47 forming a drive 
between the motor 43 and various hydraulic pumps such 
as shown, for example, at 49, 5-1, 53, carried on the gear 
box v417. Such pumps are supplied with ?exible hoses 55 
for circulating hydraulic ?uid to and from various de 
vices on the mining machine which require hydraulic 
operation. 

At numeral 57 is shown a junction box attached to the 
bumper 23, to one side of which is attached an electric 
supply cable 59 and to the other side of which is attached 
a ?exible electric control cable 61, leading to appropriate 
control means in the machine. In order properly to sup 
port the supply cable 59 on the bumper 23, there is pro 
vided an inlet born 63 for the cable. This horn is carried 
on the upper lug 29 of the bumper 23. Adjacent the 
lower lug 29' is carried a chain anchor 65 for a drag 
chain 67 which extends to a clamping block 69 on the 
supply cable 59. The supply lines 55 for the assembly 39 
and the cable 61 are ?exible and have sufficient slack 
when in the closed position such as shown in FIGS. 1 and 
2 so that they may be drawn out freely when the ap 
paratus is in the open position, such as shown in FIGS. 
3 and 4. 

Operation is as follows: 
In FIGS. 1 and 2, the bumper 23 is shown as being 

shut and locked by means of pin 37. Under these con 
ditions, the ‘assembly 39 is supported between the bumper 
23 and the pads 17. In this position of the parts, the 
?exible hoses 55 ‘are pushed back into position above the 
bed portions 13. As above made clear, broken ?nes and 
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material from the conveyor 7 may fall on the assembly 
39, some of it falling through the openings 19. When it 
is desired to clean the parts, the pin 37 is removed and 
the bumper 23 swung back, as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. 
This brings the assembly 39 into accessible position by 
an operator standing at or near a point such 'as X, from 
which foreign material may be removed conveniently 
by suitable cleaning tools such as brushes and the like, 
the material freely falling away ‘rather than, as hereto 
fore, being required to be scooped out of a pocket within 
arrigid bumper. When the bumper 23 isin open posi 
tion, the hoses 55 become withdrawn from their locations 
over the bed portions 13, as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. 

It will be noted that the amount of slack in the ?exible 
members 55 and 61 is minimized by having the mounting 
shelf 41 located close to the pivot 25, thus minimizing 
swinging movement of the assembly 39. Also, since the 
bumper 23 preferably swings horizontally, so does the 
motorized pump assembly 39, which means that there 
is no lifting action applied against the gravitational Weight 
of this assembly when it is swung. This weight is sub 
stantial, since the motor 43 may be on the order of 50 
hp. capacity or so and the bumper gate 23 must be 
heavily constructed for ruggedness. Thus the ‘force re 
quired for opening the bumper 23 is only that needed to 
overcome friction at the pivot 25 and vforces needed to 
bend and snake the ?exible hoses 55 and cable 61. 

In view of the above, it will be seen that the several 
objects of the invention are achieved and other advan< 
tageous results attained. 
As various changes could be made in the above con 

structions without departing from the scope of the in-i 
vention, it is intended that all matter contained in the 
above description or shown in the accompanying draw 
ings shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a limit 
ing sense. 
We claim: 
1. In a mining machine having a motorized pump 

assembly; the improvement‘ comprising a main frame 
with rearward frame portions transversely spaced from 
one another to provide a rear opening between them,a 
swingable bumper gate pivoted to the frame on one side 
of the opening and having a freely swingable end for 
opening and closing movements of said gate with respect 
to said opening, means adapted to lock the gate in ‘closed 
position, and shelf-like means projecting from the inside 
of said bumper gate ‘adapted to support the motorized 
pump assembly for svvingingmovement into said open 
ing when the gate is swung in its closing movement. 

2. In a mining machine ‘having a main frame 1bed and 
an overhead conveyor boom extending from the rear end 
of the bed, a motorized pump assembly below said boom; 
the improvement comprising rear sidevvard upright frame 
portions on the bed transversely spaced from one another 
to provide a rear opening between them, a horizontally 
swirl-gable bumper gate pivoted to one sideW-ard portion 
and adapted to open and close said opening, means 
{adapted to lock the swingable end of the gate to the other 
sideward portion of the opening, and supporting means 
extending from the inside of said bumper gate into the 
bed adapted to support the motorized pump assembly for 
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withdrawal through said opening when the gate is swung it 
open. , . 

3. A mining machine according to claim 2, including 
supporting means on said bed spaced inwardly from its 7 
near end and adapted to be engaged and disengaged by 
said ‘supporting means on the gate when the gate is closed 
and opened, respectively. . 

4. A mining machine according to claim‘ 3, including 
a ‘supporting horn on said freely swingable end of the 
gate for a cable supplying current to said assembly. 

5. A mining machine having a rear end portion pro; 
vided with a transverse opening, a bumper gate pivoted 
at one end to one side of the opening and having a hori 
zontally freely swingable end engageable with the other I 
side of the opening, means adapted to lock said gateya 
motorized pump assembly, a cantilever bracket extend 
ing from the inside of the gate adjacent its pivoted end ‘ 
adapted to support said motorized pump assembly for 
movement through said opening. 

6. A mining machine according to'claim 5, wherein 
said rear end portion spaced inwardly from the opening 
includes supporting means adapted to be engaged by said 
cantilever bracket for support thereof when said gate is 
closed. 

7. A mining machine having a rear end portion pro 
vided with a transverse opening, a horizontally swingable 
bumper gate pivoted at one end'to one side of the open 
ing and having a freely swingable end, means adapted to 
lock said swingable end to the opposite side of the open 
ing, a motorized pump assembly, a bracket extending 
from the inside of the gate adjacent its pivoted end adapt 
ed to support said motorized pump assembly for move-7' 
ment through said opening adjacent said pivoted end, 
said rear end portion including supporting means spaced 
a substantial distance from said opening and adapted to 
be engaged by the extended part of said bracket for support 
when said ‘gate is closed, ‘and ?exible hydraulic lines and 
?exible control cable means extending from said assembly 
into the mining machine at the swinging end of the 
bumper gate of su?icient slack to accommodate opening‘ 
gate movement. . . ~. . 

8. In a mining machine, a main frame with rear por 
tions spaced apart transversely of ‘the frame and provid 
ing a rear opening between them, a bumper gate pivoted ' 
to the ?rame at one side of said opening ‘and having a 
freely swinging end toropening and closing movements 
of said gate with respect to said opening, means for 
locking the gate in closed position, a shelf-like structure 
projecting from the ‘inside of said gate, and a motorized 
pump assembly mounted on said shelf-like structure and 
movable therewith through said opening when the gate is 
swung away from and toward the frame rear portions. 
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